
Household chemicals pollute as much as vehicles

A team of researchers in the US has discovered 
cosmetics and cleaning products are more 
polluting than most people think. They found this 
out by accident.

Originally, they were looking at the hydrocarbons 
released when gasoline and diesel is burnt. But 
they found the amount of ethanol released is 
only 20% of what is present in the atmosphere. 

They investigated possible sources of this other 
80% and found that cosmetics and cleaning 
products are responsible for a lot of it. 

The American Cleaning Institute (ACI), which 
represents some companies that sell cleaning 
products, says manufacturers have made 
changes to their products over the years, and 
many products break down.
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Read the full article at rsc.li/2qjWROF
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Household chemicals pollute as much as vehicles Read the full article at rsc.li/2qjWROF

A team of researchers in the US has discovered cosmetics and 
cleaning products are more polluting than most people think. 
They found this out by accident.
Originally, they were looking at the hydrocarbons released when 
gasoline and diesel is burnt. But they found the amount of 
ethanol released is only 20% of what is present in the 
atmosphere. 
They investigated possible sources of this other 80% and found that 
cosmetics and cleaning products are responsible for a lot of it. 
The American Cleaning Institute (ACI), which represents some companies 
that sell cleaning products, says manufacturers have made changes to their 
products over the years, and many products break down.

1. Do you think that an accidental discovery is a good 
discovery? Why?

2. Why do you think the ACI responded to this research?
3. If you were the government minister for the 

environment, what would you do about air pollution? 
Why?

4. If you were to get lung cancer from breathing in 
pollutants, who should pay for your healthcare? Why?
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This slide summarises a recent article published by Chemistry World. Use this slide as a lesson starter. It also contains questions which can be used to engage pupils.Image credit: Wolfmann / CC BY-SA 4.0Pupils can argue either way. Accidental discoveries are bad because they distract from the original goal of the research. Accidental discoveries are good because they can have major benefits – like the accidental discovery of a drug (penicillin is a good example to use)Anything that gets them thinking about the business/PR aspects of science: eg because it might reduce the amount that they sell and they don’t want that to happen; because they have a responsibility to keep the public informed about the safety of their products; because they want to provide more information to help people make a decisionAny answer, as long as it is reasoned. Do nothing, because doing something will reduce economic growth. Fine companies or change the law to change their behaviour. Research the problem to find out more information first. Incentivise renewable energy sources. The companies that polluted, because it’s their fault. The government / taxpayer, because that’s how the NHS works. The individual person, because it’s their health. Everyone (through taxation), because we are all part of the same society.
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